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However, the Bottom Line Remains:
In spite of all the many strategies used
to turn around low performance –

Nothing Changes Unless
Teaching and Learning Changes.
- Joseph F. Johnson, Jr., Ph.D.
Executive Director, National
Center for Urban School Transformation
http://ncust.org/wp/

School and District Leaders Rely on
Many Strategies for Pursuing
Improved Achievement
 Get a new principal

 Get a new computer system

 Get a new plan

 Get a new reading program

 Get a new textbook

 Get more aides

 Get more test prep

 Get new parents

 Get new students

 Get a new test

 Get new teachers

 Get a new curriculum

 Get more teachers

 Get a new staff development

 Get a new schedule
 Get a charter

program… or…

Adopt RTI/MTSS or CCSS !

True-isms for Improving
OUR Schools
#1: It is impossible to significantly
improve student achievement
unless we figure out ways to
improve our teaching...
How well we teach = how well they learn
- email stamp, Dr. Anita Archer

True-isms for Improving
OUR Schools
#2: It is impossible to evaluate
your way into significantly
improving teacher performance.
There is little to no evidence to support current evaluation
schemes as effective tools to improve teacher performance.
Reliable improvement is the result of on-going specific feedback
from colleagues AND administrators in the context of an
evidence based professional development process grounded in
respect and partnership (e.g. video, team coaching, etc.)
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In other words…

Leading a School, at the core
is about Leading Instructional
Improvement….

Decades of Research Indicates
Most School Improvement Efforts Do
NOT Impact Teacher Performance

WHY?

Not simply providing effective
“management”…

The Metaphorical “Berlin Wall” in Education

Bottom line explanation of this process,
Leaders Need to Clarify/Support:

1) Why…

do this?

2) What…

is it exactly we are doing?

3) How…

do we do it?

4) Data…
guides our decisions
5) RESPECT… guides our interactions
“I’ve been teaching high school math for 6 years and, student
teaching aside, I have NEVER observed a colleague teaching.”
- Adam, Central OR Literacy Project Participant, 2011

The Challenge at EVERY School Serious
About Improving Student Achievement…
Figuring out how to significantly improve our teaching…

“Cowboys”, to

Collaborative Coherence
requires…

Pit Crews

Cowboys

NOT
“Pit crews”

Atul Gawande
www.gawande.com
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Carl Glickman no less confidently asks the question,

"How do teaching and learning
improve?"
For him, the answer is no mystery. It's as
simple as this: I cannot improve my craft in
isolation from others. To improve, I must have
formats, structures, and plans for reflecting on,
changing, and assessing my practice
[which] . . . must be continually tested and
upgraded with my colleagues.
- Mike Schmoker, 2011
Focus

Most Schools Do a Very Ineffective Job
of Creating Glickman’s:

“…formats, structures, and plans
for reflecting on, changing, and
assessing my practice…”
Do you agree/disagree with my assertion? Evidence?
What’s the key missing ingredient?

Research On Teacher Feedback/Fidelity

Note the irony here, the enterprise dedicated to human learning,
Education, routinely leaves out the most essential variable in the

-J. Witt, 2008 (PA)
www.rti4success.org

learning process for it’s own members… FEEDBACK!!

Construct a “Fire Wall” between Professional
Development Observations/Feedback
Processes and Personnel Evaluation
Personnel
Evaluation
•Few class visits
•Ratings/grades
•Fixed roles
•Poor empirical
base
•Rarely if ever
improve teaching
•Unpopular
w/both parties

Professional
Development
•Many class visits
•Never rate /grade
•Rotating roles
•Solid empirical
base
•Almost always
Improves teaching
• Valued by ALL
parties

Content should obviously be similar but, the processes must
be keep distinct to preserve trust, respect, candor & effectiveness.
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The missing element re: instructional Improvement?

ACTIONABLE FEEDBACK

“Actionable Feedback” is at the very
heart of all human learning – including
that of teachers/administrators...
What is the quantity & quality of teacher feedback
re: the specific effects of their instruction on their
students routinely provided at your school site?

“Feedback is the breakfast of champions!”

Measuring Effective Teaching Project, Harvard
http://www.metproject.org/
According to a recent (2012) study supported by the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, once-a-year evaluations aren't
enough to help teachers improve. Researchers found that the
most common teacher evaluation method used by school
districts today----a single classroom observation once every
year----has only a 33 percent chance of resulting in an accurate
assessment of a teacher. By examining more than 13,000
lessons in districts all over the country , researchers determined
that teachers are getting too little feedback and are being left
alone to figure out what they need to do to improve. Vicki Phillips,
director of the foundation's education program, said if the nation
is serious about improving the quality of its teachers,
improving evaluation and feedback should be an important
element of that effort.

Faculty Meeting Room: Cholla Middle School
Washington School District, Phoenix AZ

√ how often?
√ who provides it?
√ how specific? – what form (video? observational?)
√ framed in what model or approach to teaching?
√ opportunities to learn specific skills tied to
the feedback (video, observe, co-teach)?
√ do teachers routinely provide feedback to
other teachers?

Building a Culture of Giving AND
Receiving Actionable Feedback
The Dispositions
√ Humility – no single person (coach, principal, consultant etc.)
knows it all, never done learning, we need a “pit crew”!
√ Collaborative Partnership is the path – coaches and
consultants need to forge these relationships tied to agreed
upon FOCUS, or “Collaborative Coherence”
√ Creating a safe environment for honest, open, inquiry…
√ Leaders Model being a learner– Walk the Talk!
√ Establish Feedback for ALL as clear professional
goal for your school/district/region

Building a Culture of Giving AND
Receiving Actionable Feedback
The Skills/Training
√ Staff training clarifying the rationale/purpose – the “whyness”
√ Define/model/practice respectful/actionable feedback
√ Use video clips of “real” teaching to practice these skills
√ Staff seated in PLC teams of 4-8 (break apart if needed)
√ Identify one PLC leader (usually part of School Leadership
team (SLT) for additional training, on-going support of their PLC

- Phil Garitson, Principal; Audra Gibson VP; Kelly Alden, Coach
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√ Additional practice and tune ups as feedback to SLT from PLC
leaders indicates
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BE the Change You
Want to See
- Gandhi

Building a Culture of Giving AND
Receiving Actionable Feedback
The Structures/Formats
√ Agreed Upon Instructional Framework – Shared FOCUS
- e.g. Fisher/Frey Gradual Release, Feldman Effective Instruction, etc.

√ Peer to Peer Classroom Observations (Every teacher a coach!)

Administrators/Coaches/
√ Model a lesson or two – receive feedback*
√ Video tape a lesson – show clips to faculty
√ Take over a class for 15 min. while a teacher
observes a specific strategy/practice they are
working on...
ETC.

The Extraordinary Impact of
Video Feedback
From Teachers:
“The videotaping is what really drew me in, I wanted to
see not only what I’m doing but what my students are
doing. I thought I had a pretty good grasp of what I was
doing as a teacher, but it is eye opening … . I honestly
felt like this is one of the best things that I have ever
done to help me grow professionally. And my kids really
benefited from it, so it was very exciting.”
http://www.metproject.org/

Reflect – Imagine - Speculate
 How much video analysis/critique happens at your
school?
 What is your vision for 1-2 yrs from now?
 What might this process look like?
 How could you scaffold this for your teachers?
 What would be the first steps you could begin before
Winter Break?
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√ Team Coaching - Learning Walk/Instructional Rounds
√ Expert Coaching – tied to specific identified needs/programs/etc.
√ Video Feedback
- self evaluate to peer critique to PLC to faculty feedback

√ Principal/admin Walk Through

Ordinary Practices (little-no useful feedback)
Can Never Produce Extra-ordinary Results !!
“With the videos, you get to see yourself in a different way.
Actually you never really get to see yourself until you see a
video of yourself. I changed immediately certain things that I
did that I didn’t like.”
“I realized I learned more about who I actually was as a
teacher by looking at the video. I learned of the things that I do
that I think that I’m great at I was not so great at after all. Even
the things I did well, I thought, OK that’s pretty good, why do I
do that, and where could I put that to make it go farther. So it
was a two-way road, seeing what you do well, and seeing the
things that have become habits that you don’t even think about
anymore.”
http://www.metproject.org/

Sample Sources for FREE Instructional Videos
to Develop Our Analysis/Feedback Skills
Guided video critique using a “shared lens” on instruction is a
great/safe place to begin leaning to give/receive meaningful
“actionable feedback” – a key to improving instruction.
1) Anita Archer: http://explicitinstruction.org/
2) Doug Fisher/Nancy Frey: http://www.youtube.com/user/FisherandFrey
3) Sonoma County Office of Education: http://www.scoe.org/reading
4) Kevin Feldman: kfeldman@scoe.org
5) Catherine Snow – Word Generation: http://wg.serpmedia.org/
6) Teaching channel - https://www.teachingchannel.org
7) Jim Knight - http://www.corwin.com/highimpactinstruction/videos.htm
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Create Coherence – Shared Focus
Re: What We are Attempting to Improve
Instructionally

An Example of a Evidence Based “Shared
Lens” to Focus on Improved Teaching

√ Briefly establish the need for coaching, how essential actionable
feedback is for ALL of us, and consensus on the Focus
using “Best Evidence” or research validated practices
(e.g. IES Practice Guides/ Research Summaries)

1) Engagement: Everyone Does Everything

√ Convert these “Best Practices” into a Observational/Reflection
tool to guide our giving/receiving feedback (e.g. the tool we
are using in my projects, Danielson’s tool, Marzano’s etc.)

3) Thinking: Critical Thinking Explicitly Taught/

√ This tool becomes our “Shared Lens” – we will apply this
across various domains/environments to hone our skills/
at giving/receiving useful/actionable feedback…

2) Language: Academic Language/Vocabulary
Explicitly Taught/Applied
Applied
4) Scaffolding: Temporary support necessary so
ALL types of students are learning
* Of course, plus each teacher’s essential content area info!

Our “north star”: Aretha & Golden Rule

Giving & receiving
respectful & specific
feedback re: the effects
of our instruction is at
the very heart of school
improvement… we can’t
improve our teaching in
isolation – or by talking…
Doing the work in the
presence of the work…

R – E – S – P –E – C - T
Keep these in mind and Instructional Feedback can’t fail!!

Providing Effective Feedback
as An Instructional Colleague

Learning the Language of Respectful –
Actionable Feedback (it’s not necessarily natural!)
“Sentence frames” for teachers/coaches/admin.

1) Respect – respect – respect : Think Aretha !!
** Should is banned! No “shoulding” on anyone!
2) Specific – actionable – detailed – unambiguous...
“it appeared effective when you _____”
3) Begin with affirmations – build on what is positive/
productive – what’s working and why?
4) Frame suggestions as actions to be checked out:
“In my experience it is even more effective to____
give this a go and see how your students respond...”
5) Tie the feedback directly to our shared “lens” –
how is the teaching structuring or causing student
engagement/academic language/critical thinking, etc.
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It appeared effective when you _____
I appreciated how you _______
I thought it was really (your fav positive adj.) when you
______ because this caused the students to _______
The students were _____ when you_____
I noticed the students were _____, I wonder what would
happen if you ________?
I’ve found it works great to ______, give that a go
and see what you find.
Where are you going next in this lesson?
I wonder how you might have _______?
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Team Coaching: Learning Walks
or “Scrubbing In” Together
 Agree upon instructional focus; e.g. EI Tool
 LW teams = Admin/Coaches + Teachers
 15-20 min – gather data using EI Observation tool
 Immediate debrief (5 min.) in the hall – teachers keep tools
 Affirmations + Questions/Wonderings/Suggestions

“Feedback is the breakfast of champions.”

Creating a Culture of Feedback:

Creating a Culture of Feedback:
The Instructional Journey
1) Practice EI Feedback process & skills w/videos of other
teachers (not from our school) to develop the
perceptual and verbal skills of providing feedback
2) Peer to Peer– Every teacher a coach: each PLC team
has a leader (1st observed), all members visit once in the
2-4 wk. before next PLC, all share feedback/explore etc.
Rotate observed teacher, no admin involved except PLC
leader feeds back to School Leadership Team
3) Begin Learning Walks w/Volunteer Teachers – strong
teachers who are open to the process, see it as an
opportunity for themselves and peers to grow/learn

Ex. Learning Walk or “Scrub In” Schedule – Bend HS

* Involve ALL teachers as observers in LW process
- everyone experiences LW are safe, “legit”, valuable, useful
- builds credibility, trust, and makes it tough resist/invalidate

4) Begin to shoot local videos – volunteer teachers
- KISS, no videographer/fancy titles/music – just brief edits
- us the same process of respectful-actionable feedback but
now with our own students & these courageous volunteers

5) Involve ALL teachers in LW – Being Observed
- improving our teaching is not a choice, it is a moral obligation
(would you want your child in a teachers class that refused to
get peer feedback on improving their teaching??)

6) Set Up LW w/Other Schools – Discipline Alike,
Topic Based, Wikis, etc. – the options are endless…

Teaching Colleagues How To Give and
Receive Actionable Feedback
Cautions: Two Common Pitfalls Using Video
1) “Nicey Nice” – “it’s all good”, fear of
providing any constructive criticism,
2) “Shredding” – jump on the first thing one
doesn’t like and begin by ripping the video
apart… on their “high horse” as it were…
We need to: Model, Guide, Support and Otherwise Teach
our colleagues how to appropriately provide actionable feedback.
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Leadership Suggestions That Move the
“Dial” on Improved Instruction
Allocate the Time – Keep the Focus
1) Number of minutes spent per day in classrooms?
2) Number of minutes dedicated to instructional skill building
(e.g. video critique, modeling, not just talk) per faculty meeting?
4) Number of Learning Walks per Semester?
5) Number of Learning Pair Visits – PLC debriefing per semester?
6) Begin the process of on-site video & critique
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Madras HS – Madras OR 2 yrs ALP

Everyone Grew, Especially Those MOST In Need

93%
Growth

What caused this HS to improve?
“While there were no doubt many factors
that account for the significant improvement
in student achievement at Madras HS, we
are convinced it was our laser like focus on
increasing student engagement, brought to life by
instituting learning walks across our entire
faculty, that allowed us to truly become a
‘learning community’ – specific feedback linking
our teaching to student learning was the key.”
- Melinda Boyle, Jefferson Co
Schools, Madras OR

Leading Improving Instruction
Across ALL Grades/Content Areas
Exit Ticket:
What? Identify 1-2 key ideas, tools, resources from
our time together here today.
So What? Analyze – Why are these of value?
Important?
Now What? Apply/Evaluate – What are a couple of
specific actions you will take, what would be evidence
of effects??

Thanks for Attending !
Please send along any
questions; kfeldman@scoe.org
Kevin Feldman
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